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Behavior of active filaments near solid-boundary under linear shear flow
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The steady-state behavior of a dilute suspension of self-propelled filaments confined between pla-
nar walls subjected to the Couette-flow is reported herein. The effect of hydrodynamics has been
taken into account using a mesoscale simulation approach. We present a detailed analysis of posi-
tional and angular probability distributions of filaments with varying propulsive force and shear-flow.
Distribution of centre-of-mass of the filament shows adsorption near the surfaces, which diminishes
with the flow. The excess density of filaments decreases with Weissenberg number as Wi−β with
an exponent β ≈ 0.8, in the intermediate shear range (1 < Wi < 30). The angular orientational
moment also decreases near the wall as Wi−δ with δ ≈ 1/5; the variation in orientational moment
near the wall is relatively slower than the bulk. It shows a strong dependence on the propulsive
force near the wall, and it varies as Pe−1/3 for large Pe ≥ 1. The active filament shows orientational
preference with flow near the surfaces, which splits into upstream and downstream swimming. The
population splitting from a unimodal (propulsive force dominated regime) to bimodal phase (shear
dominated regime) is identified in the parameter space of propulsive force and shear flow.
I. INTRODUCTION
The abundance of swimmers is widespread from mi-
croscopic to macroscopic length scales in nature, such as
algae[1, 2], bacteria[3, 4], spermatozoa[5–7], C. elegans,
fishes, etc. The self-propulsion helps them in the en-
durance of getting food, avoiding various chemical toxins,
in reaching to female reproductive egg, and for several
other biological processes in complex environments. Typ-
ically, motile organisms live near surfaces, which makes
them vulnerable to any external perturbations, especially
to a fluid-flow[8, 9]. The interplay between propulsive
force and a flow induced motility is referred to rheotaxis
in literature[10–12]. Understanding the behavior of self-
propelled organisms near a surface is crucial from several
bio-applications point of view to a fundamental quest[13].
Natural microswimmers play a significant role in var-
ious biological process, therefore their dynamics and
structure are subject of immense research interest[10,
11, 14–31]. On the other hand, artificially designed mi-
croswimmers can be used as a potential model system for
targeted delivery in pharmaceutical applications[32–34].
Microswimmers’ physical behavior can be influenced sub-
stantially under external perturbations[35–37]. This can
lead them to motile against the stream near surfaces[12,
35–44]. In living matter, swimming against the flow
is common in nature, specifically for the fishes[45], C.
elegans[31], E. Coli, sperms[11], etc. The main difference
in the mechanism of swimming at macroscopic and mi-
croscopic length-scales is the intervention of visual and
tactile sensory cues[45, 46] in former case, while in the
latter case motion is driven by the interplay of various
physical interactions[47]. The physical reason behind the
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upstream motility is attributed to shear-induced orien-
tation, active stresses, reduction in local viscosity, and
inhomogeneous hydrodynamic drag[14, 48, 49].
In the literature, simpler yet effective models have been
proposed to unravel dynamics of microswimmers near
surfaces[26, 35–37, 41–44, 50–52]. Despite their simplic-
ity, they are able to capture various complex behaviors of
microswimmers such as, surface accumulation[22, 53, 54],
upstream swimming[35–37], and flow-induced angular
alignment[55, 56], etc. The population splitting from a
unimodal to a bimodal phase is also reported in terms of
chirality and angular speed[57]. Further, the upstream
motion can be regulated using viscoelastic fluid[58]. The
propulsion mechanism changes accumulation and angular
alignment near walls, more specifically, puller swimmers
orthogonally point towards the wall. Whereas, pusher
or neutral swimmers tend to align along the wall[59]. An
external flow has tendency to suppress the excess adsorp-
tion of the dimer-like swimmers on the surfaces[36].
In this article, we attempt to provide a thorough study
of slender-like motile objects near the solid interface sub-
jected to flow. The influence of flow on the weakening of
accumulation and angular distribution near the surfaces
is addressed in an elaborate manner. We incorporate hy-
drodynamic interactions in our model, which is crucial in
the study of active matter systems. The hydrodynamic
interactions can induce effective attraction between the
wall and an elongated shape swimmer[54, 60, 61]. In
the previous studies, long-range correlations among sol-
vent, swimmers, and solid-boundaries were not taken into
account[35, 37].
We consider a simulation model that incorporates
an explicit solvent based mesoscale approach known as
multi-particle collision dynamics (MPC)[62–64] clubbed
with molecular dynamics (MD). The dilute suspension
of active filaments exhibits an enhancement in average
density near a solid-boundary with an increase in Pe´clet
number, while fluid flow leads to desorption of the swim-
2FIG. 1. A schematic picture of active filaments confined be-
tween walls. Bottom wall is in grey and top wall is shown in
light blue for the better visibility. A red bead shows the head
of swimmers, thus their direction of polarity. Arrow in the
right diagram displays direction of flow.
mers. The density variation of swimmers is quantified
in terms of short time diffusion, alignment of a rod-like
swimmer across the channel, and residence time near wall
and bulk. The swimmers align (anti-align) parallel to the
flow at the top (bottom) wall. The shear-induced ori-
entational alignment exhibits a non-monotonic behavior
on increasing flow rate, which is attributed to blindness
of polarity at higher flow. The majority and minority
populations at walls display orientation-switching. In
the shear dominant regime, the population splits from
a unimodal to bimodal phase. The orientational moment
near the surfaces shows a power law variation on the low
strength with an exponent slightly smaller than found in
the bulk, it also exhibits a power law scaling with Pe´clet
number in large Pe regime.
The organisation of the paper is as follows: In sec-
tion 2, the simulation methodology of the self-propelled
filaments and the fluid has been discussed. Results are
presented in section 3, with the discussion of the com-
petition among the flow, confinement, and active forces.
We have summarised our study in the section 4.
II. MODEL
In this section, we present simulation method adopted
for active filaments in solution. At first, modelling of
an active filament is presented, and subsequently imple-
mentation of a coarse-grained model for the solvent is
introduced. A schematic display of the system confined
along y-direction is shown in Fig. 1. In other two spa-
tial directions (x and z), periodic boundary condition is
applied.
A. Active Filament
We consider Np filaments, where each filament consists
a linear sequence of N monomeric units, connected via
spring and bending potentials. Thus total Nt = N ×Np
number of monomers are present in the solution. An
excluded volume interaction among the monomers and
walls are also taken into account. The total potential
energy of a filament is written as U = Usp+Ub+ULJ+Uw.
Here Usp, Ub, Uw, and ULJ are harmonic, bending, wall
and repulsive part of the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potentials,
respectively. The harmonic and bending potentials for
jth filament is given as,
U jsp+U
j
b =
ks
2
N−1∑
i=1
(|Ri|− l0)2+ κ
2
N−2∑
i=1
(Ri+1−Ri)2, (1)
where l0 is the equilibrium bond length, Ri is the length
of the ith bond vector, Ri = |ri+1−ri| with ri to be posi-
tion vector of the ith monomer, ks and κ are spring con-
stant and bending rigidity of the filament, respectively.
The excluded volume potential ULJ is modelled as re-
pulsive part of LJ potential for shorter distance, i.e.,
Rij < 2
1/6σ, among all monomers,
ULJ =
Nt−1∑
i=1
Nt∑
j=i+1
4ǫ
[(
σ
Rij
)12
−
(
σ
Rij
)6
+
1
4
]
, (2)
and for Rij ≥ 21/6σ, ULJ is treated to be zero. Here, ǫ
and σ are the LJ interaction energy and the diameter,
respectively. Interactions between wall and monomers
(Uw) are also treated in same manner as given in Eq. 2, to
constrain the filaments within wall premises. A monomer
feels the repulsive force from a boundary wall when it
reaches within the distance 21/6σ/2 from the wall.
The self-propulsion is achieved by imposing tangential
force along each bond vector of the filament, thus force
on ith filament can be written as F ia =
∑N−1
j=1 fatˆ(Rj)[65,
66], fa and tˆ(Rj) reads as the strength of the active force,
and jth tangent vector, respectively.
B. MPC fluid
The MPC method is also known as stochastic rota-
tion dynamics approach[62–64, 67, 68], where solvent
molecules are treated as point particles of mass m. Their
dynamics consist of streaming followed by collision in the
alternating steps. In the streaming step, solvent par-
ticles move ballistically with their respective velocities,
and their positions are updated according to the following
rule, ri(t+ h) = ri(t) + hvi(t), where h is the MPC col-
lision time-step and i is the index for a solvent molecule.
In the collision step, solvent molecules are sorted into cu-
bic cells of side a and their relative velocities, concerning
the centre-of-mass velocity of the cell, are rotated around
a randomly oriented axis by an angle α. The particles’
velocities are updated as
vi(t+ h) = vcm(t) + Ω(α)(vi(t)− vcm), (3)
where vcm is the centre-of-mass velocity of the cell of i
th
particle, and Ω(α) stands for the rotation operator. Dur-
ing collision, all solvent molecules within a cell interact
3with each other in a coarse-grained fashion by colliding
at the same time to ensure the momentum conservation.
This ensures the long-range spatial and temporal corre-
lations among the solvent molecules that results hydro-
dynamic interactions.
A solvent molecule’s velocity is reversed by bounce-
back rule as vi = −vi[69–71], when it collides with a
wall during streaming step. This imposes no-slip bound-
ary conditions on both walls. The interaction of MPC-
fluid and filament monomers are incorporated during the
collision step. Here, momentum of monomers in the cal-
culation of centre-of-mass velocity of the cell is included
during the collision step[72, 73].
Furthermore, an active force on the filament adds mo-
mentum in the polarity direction of a filament, which de-
stroys the local momentum conservation. To insure local
momentum conservation, the same force to the solvent
particles are imposed in opposite direction to only those
cells where monomers are present during each collision
step[54]. The presence of propulsive force and flow con-
tinuously increases energy of the system, which may lead
to rise in the temperature of fluid. A cell level canonical
thermostat known as Maxwell-Boltzmann scaling[74, 75]
is incorporated to remove the excess energy and keep the
desired temperature of the system. A random shift of the
collision cell at every step is also performed to avoid the
violation of Galilean invariance[68, 76].
A linear fluid-velocity (vx = γ˙y) profile along the x-axis
is generated by moving the wall at y = Ly (top wall in the
Fig.1) at constant speed (vx = γ˙Ly). This gives a flow
profile as shown in Fig. 1, and it has a net flow along x-
direction. The equations of motion of solvent molecules
are modified in the vicinity of wall[71, 77, 78]. The ve-
locity of a solvent particle relative to the surface is re-
versed with bounce-back rule in the streaming step when
it touches a wall, which again ensures no-slip boundary
conditions on the walls. During the solvent-wall interac-
tion, a moving wall transfers momentum to the solvent
molecules which drives a linear profile on average along
the x-direction. In addition to that, virtual particles with
the velocity taken from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribu-
tion with mean equal to the wall velocity are added in
the partially filled cells[74, 75].
C. Simulation Parameters
All the physical parameters are scaled in terms of the
MPC cell length a, mass of a fluid particle m, thermal
energy kBT and time τ =
√
ma2/kBT . The size of simu-
lation box are taken here as (Lx = 80, Ly = 50, Lz = 25)
with periodic boundary conditions in x and z spatial
directions, and solid walls are in y-directions at 0 and
Ly. Other parameters are chosen as spring constant
ks = 1000kBT/l
2
0, stiffness parameter κ = 5000kBT/l
2
0,
l0/a = σ/a = 1 and ǫ/kBT = 1. Unless explicitly men-
tioned, N = 10 (number of monomers in a filament) and
Np = 50 (number of filaments), which results a dilute
concentration of monomer in solution as ρm = 0.005a
−3,
and number density of rod is ρp = 0.0005a
−3. This is well
below the isotropic-nematic transition[79]. The velocity-
Verlet algorithm is used for the integration of equations
of motion for active polymers, and integration time-step
is chosen to be hm = 0.01τ . The strength of active force
is measured in terms of a dimensionless quantity called
Pe`clet number, which is defined as Pe = faσkBT .
For the MPC fluid, collision time-step is taken as
h = 0.05τ , rotation angle α = 130◦, average number
of fluid particles per cell < Nc >= 10. These parame-
ters correspond to the transport coefficient of the fluid
as zero-shear viscosity ηs ≡ 17
√
mkBT/a
2. The strength
of flow is expressed in terms of a dimensionless Weis-
senberg number Wi defined as Wi = γ˙τr, where τr is the
polymer’s relaxation time. Here, Wi is a measure of the
flow strength over the thermal fluctuations, in the limit
of Wi ≤ 1, thermal fluctuations dominate, however for
Wi ≥ 1, flow plays a significant role. All the simula-
tions are performed in the range of 0 ≤ Wi ≤ 150 and
0 ≤ Pe ≤ 5. For each data set, 50 independent runs have
been generated for better statistics. All the simulations
results are below the Reynolds number Re < 0.1.
III. RESULTS
In our model, an active filament moves along one of
its end, thus it is a polar filament. It can align along
the surfaces, which leads to absorption on the surfaces
and depletion in bulk[22, 53]. A polar active filament
may preferentially align parallel or anti-parallel to the
flow direction. Here, we unravel the influence of linear
shear-flow on a dilute suspension of active filaments in
a confined channel especially, on surface adsorption, av-
erage local orientation profile, population of upstream
swimmers near the wall and also the importance of hy-
drodynamic interactions on swimmers.
A. Surface accumulation
The distribution of passive filaments is shown in Fig. 2-
a at Wi = 0 as a function of distance from the bottom
wall y′ = y/Ly, where walls are present at y
′ = 0 (bot-
tom) and y′ = 1 (top). The probability distribution P (y′)
is uniform due to translational entropy, which favours ho-
mogeneity. Near the surfaces (|Ly − y| ≤ l/2), it reflects
depletion due to steric repulsion of the filaments from
the wall. As expected, P (y′) of the active filament in-
creases with the speed of swimmers (see Fig.2-a) near
the surfaces. The normalised distribution of swimmers
near the surfaces reflects large inhomogeneity especially
in the limit of large Pe. This is consistent with the pre-
vious findings[22, 36, 53]. The distribution function has
two identical peaks near the walls in the limit of large
Pe´clet number, which reflects the adsorption of swim-
mers on the solid boundaries.
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FIG. 2. The probability distribution of active filaments as
a function of channel height (y′ = y/Ly), Fig. a) shows for
Wi = 0 for various Pe, and Fig. b) displays for various flow-
rates at Pe = 1.
The motility induced adsorption is understood in terms
of the combination of active force, steric repulsion, and
viscous-drag. Large active force results in longer persis-
tence motion and rapid movement throughout the chan-
nel, which eventually causes filaments to reach on sur-
faces at a shorter time interval. Once they reach nearby
the surface, they align and move along the surface. The
relatively larger drag perpendicular to filament’s axis
causes it to reside near the wall for a longer time com-
pared to the bulk, which results in higher probability
density with Pe. This will be elucidated in terms of
short time diffusion across the channel. However, inho-
mogeneous drag is not the sole reason for surface adsorp-
tion. Width of the channel, length of the filament, and its
rotational diffusion coefficient also affect the adsorption
significantly[80, 81].
The flow disrupts the concentration of filaments on
the surfaces, which is reflected in probability density in
Fig. 2-b for a range of Wi at a fixed Pe = 1. The sur-
face adsorption is maximum for Wi = 0 (without flow)
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FIG. 3. Surface excess as a function of flow-rate Wi for vari-
ous Pe as shown in figure.
at a given Pe. The height of peak slowly diminishes with
the increase in fluid-flow for Wi > 1, and it disappears
nearly at Wi ∼ 30. In the limit of Wi > 100, density of
rods near the surface is very small compared to bulk den-
sity. Interestingly, this is quite similar to the equilibrium
distribution (see Fig. 2-a for Pe = 0 at Wi = 0).
The desorption driven by flow can be justified in terms
of orientational alignment of the polar filament, tumbling
motion, and suppression of diffusion across the chan-
nel. An active filament aligns along the flow direction,
which breaks the rotational symmetry of swimmers caus-
ing less number of filaments aligned towards a wall. Con-
sequently, the probability of a filament residing near the
wall decreases. Thus, the accumulation close to the wall
is severely influenced by the shear-induced orientational
alignment. Therefore, flow can act as a control variable
for adsorption of the polar filaments at the wall.
To quantify the depletion, we estimate surface excess
from the probability distribution of the filament as[54]
s =
∫ l/2
0
[P (y)− Pb]dy, (4)
where s is a measure of excess surface density near the
surface relative to bulk. Here, Pb is read as bulk distri-
bution. The definition of s is constructed in a way that
it becomes unity for full adsorption, whereas in case of
uniform distribution it is zero. Smaller density relative
to bulk results in a negative surface excess as that of the
passive filament.
For slow swimming speed Pe < 1, probability density
at wall is smaller than the bulk, thus the surface excess
is negative. It increases with Pe and becomes positive
for Pe > 1 (see Fig. 3). The variation in s with flow
strength Wi in the limit of Pe < 1 is negligible, there is
significant change in s for larger Pe´clet number Pe > 1
as Fig. 3 illustrates. The change in s grows with Pe as
a function of Weissenberg number. At a sufficiently high
value of Wi, surface excess becomes negative suggesting
5the weakening of localisation of filaments at the walls.
Desorption of filaments in the large Wi attributes to the
dominance of shear over active forces.
The qualitative behavior of a surface adsorption can
also be accessed from the scaling arguments. In this ap-
proach, trajectory of a swimmer is treated as a semi-
flexible polymer[54] with persistence length of trajectory
defined as ξp = v/Dr, where v and Dr are the average
speed of the filament and the rotational diffusion coef-
ficient, respectively. Furthermore, under a linear shear-
flow, rotational diffusion can be approximated in the form
of tumbling time as[82, 83]
Dr ≈ kBT
ηsl3
(1 + cWi−2/3)−1, (5)
where c is some constant. We present analysis in two
extreme limits. In the limit of Wi << 1, Dr is unper-
turbed by fluid-flow, whereas for Wi >> 1, Dr varies as
Wi−2/3.
The probability of finding a filament in the vicinity of
thickness l/2 from a wall is given as p = τw/(τw + τb) =
1/(1 + τb/τw), with τw to be the residence time of a fila-
ment at the wall and τb to be the residence time in bulk.
In order to estimate τw, we take xf to be the distance
travelled along the surface. It is simply xf = vt and y
is normal distance of filament from the closest wall, then
y = x
3/2
f /ξ
1/2
p and at y = l/2, time is t = τw. Following
the same approach as derived in Ref. [54] for the active
filaments, we have extended the scaling approach under
linear shear-flow. Therefore, the residence time τw can
be expressed as,
τw ∼ 1
v
( l2ξp
4
)1/3
=
( l2v−2
4Dr
)1/3
. (6)
Here, the persistence length ξp > Ly/2 for all Pe, thus
we approximate τb in diffusive regime as[54],
τb ∼ Ly
vb
( l
ξp
)1/3
=
Ly
vb
( lDr
v
)1/3
, (7)
with v = Pe/γ+a2Wi and vb = Pe/γ, where γ is friction
coefficient. Combining expression 6 and 7,
τw/τb ∼ vb
Ly
( lv−1
4D2r
)1/3
. (8)
In the limit ofWi << 1, the ratio varies as τw/τb ∼ v2/3,
which recovers the results proposed by Elgeti et al[54].
In the limit of Wi >> 1, τw/τb ∼ Wi−β with β = 7/9,
hence the probability of finding a filament near the wall
also becomes p ∼ Wi−β. One can approximate surface
excess in the large shear limit as,
s =
pLy − l
Ly − l ∼
a0Wi
−β − l
Ly − l . (9)
Furthermore, Wi−β → 0 for Wi >> 1, which leads to
the saturation of surface excess at s = −l/(Ly − l). In
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FIG. 4. a) Ratio of residence time of the active filament near
the surface with the bulk as a function of Wi for various
Pe. Inset shows the scaled curve of (τb/τw)Pe
−0.8 in range of
Pe ≥ 1. b) The MSD of centre-of-mass of filament for various
Wi at a given Pe = 2. Inset shows the MSD as function of
time for various distances from the channel.
the intermediate limit Wi > 1, s decrease as a power law
s ∼ Wi−β with an exponent β ∼ 0.8, as displayed in
Fig. 3.
B. Residence time and Diffusion
To clarify effect of shear on the surface adsorption, we
estimate residence time of the filament near the wall and
in bulk. The time spent by a filament in the neighbor-
hood of wall with a constraint that once it aligns along
the wall is defined as residence time τw. Similarly, av-
erage time spent in the bulk is defined as twice of the
time taken by a filament to reach either of the surfaces
from the centre. The ratio of residence times is dis-
played in Fig. 4-a as a function of Wi for various Pe.
The qualitative behavior of τw/τb is similar as surface
excess (see Fig.3). The ratio decreases with flow and
increases with Pe. Our simulation results follow the re-
6lation τw/τb ∼ Pe0.8 for small Wi. The exponent is
slightly larger than the scaling predictions obtained in
Eq. 8. The influence of shear is also displayed here as
τw/τb ∼ Wi−β with β ≈ 0.8 in the intermediate limit
of Wi for Pe > 1. The same exponent is also obtained
from scaling behavior in Eq. 8. The weak flow has neg-
ligible influence on τw/τb. On the other hand, stronger
flow (for Pe > 1) can lead to large change in τw/τb (see
Fig. 4-a). The influence of active forces is weak in the
case of Pe < 1, therefore shear has negligible influence
on τw/τb, thus the adsorption is independent of shear
flow. This also establishes the influence of activity and
external flow on the accumulation of swimmers.
Furthermore, in the limit of Wi >> 1, τw/τb saturates
to a slightly smaller number than the passive case. This
is associated with the alignment of filaments along the
flow leading to transport via transverse diffusion across
the channel. Hence, τw/τb is constant irrespective of flow
and propulsive forces in this regime.
We quantify the influence of surface and flow on the
short time diffusion across the channel. The mean-
square-displacement(MSD) of the centre-of-mass of the
filament along the gradient direction at Pe = 2 for var-
ious Wi is displayed in Fig. 4-b. For Wi = 0, the MSD
shows super-diffusive regime in short time succeeded by
saturation in long time limit. The saturation occurs due
to presence of wall, which is nearly at half-width of the
channel. The flow strength of Wi > 1 aligns filament
along x-axis, thus the super-diffusive regime appears rel-
atively at shorter time and for narrow window. The dif-
fusive behavior appears at shorter time scales as shown in
Fig. 4-b, and diffusion across the channel is much slower
with Wi. The decrease in the short time diffusion across
the channel at sufficiently higher shear-rate explains the
lower density of the filament on the surfaces. The flow
aligns them thus suppresses the ballistic motion of fila-
ments in the gradient direction, consequently leading to
a reduction in density on both surfaces.
Hydrodynamic interactions influence the diffusion
nearby surfaces. This is assessed more intricately in
terms of the short time MSD across the channel with
separation from the surface. Inset of Fig.4-b displays the
MSD for various distances from the wall at Pe = 0 and
Wi = 0. The short time MSD is nearly independent in
bulk. Interestingly, it shows strong variation in the vicin-
ity of the surface compared to that in bulk. The decrease
in the short time diffusion occurs due to alignment along
the surface, which forces filament to diffuse perpendicu-
lar to their axis. This exhibits a higher drag and leads
to smaller MSD. The inhomogeneous drag and hydrody-
namic interactions contribute to slow translational and
rotational diffusion.
Despite the decrease in absolute value of residence
time[54], surface adsorption grows with propulsive force.
This is addressed here as follows, if a filament’s polar-
ity in bulk is pointing upwards then it may reach to the
top wall and if it is aligned downward then it may end
up to the bottom wall. The time required to reach on
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FIG. 5. a) Orientation moment χp in the vicinity of the wall,
it follows power law relation asWi−1/5 (dashed line) for Pe >
1 and solid line shows. Wi−1/3 for Pe = 0. Inset shows
a universal curve for the χp in the bulk for all Pe. Solid
line shows power law variation with exponent 1/3. b)Average
orientation profile of active filaments as a function of channel
height (y′ = y/Ly) from the bottom wall for Pe = 0.5 for
various Wi.
a surface drastically reduces with propulsive force, re-
sults in enhancement of the probability of collision with
walls. This is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 4-a as ratio
of τw/τb. Therefore, adsorption on the surfaces increases
even though the residence time τw decreases with Pe.
Thus, the decrease in surface excess is also attributed in
terms of MSD across the channel in Fig. 4-b. We can
conclude that the flow diminishes the persistence motion
across the channel, which can be enhanced with the larger
propulsive force.
C. Flow Induced Alignment
Now we embark on the quantification of flow-induced
orientation of active filaments particularly near the sur-
faces, which enables characterization of direction of a
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Wi = 7.5, d)Wi = 15, and e) Wi = 150 at Pe = 3.
swimmer. For this, we compute two different angles, one
is the angle between flow direction and the projection of
unit vector p (tail-to-head as shown in Fig. 1) on the flow-
gradient plane, and latter one is the angle between p and
flow direction. The former one is azimuthal angle used
in characterisation of the shear-induced alignment of a
polymer[83, 84], and the latter one is used in identifying
upstream and downstream swimming behavior[35, 36].
The variation of orientational moment along the flow
direction, defined as χp = 1 − pxpx, as a function of Wi
and Pe in bulk (inset) and close to the wall is displayed
in Fig.5-a. Swimmers are oriented randomly in all pos-
sible ways in bulk at low Wi, which align along the flow
direction for higher Wi. The variation of the alignment
in the bulk shows a power law behavior as Wi−δ with
δ = 1/3[85–88]. Note that the scaling exponent is nearly
independent of propulsive force. A qualitative picture is
shown from a solid line in inset of Fig. 5-a. In the neigh-
borhood of solid-boundaries, swimmers are more aligned
along the flow due to propulsive and excluded volume
forces. The angle decreases with increase in Pe, thus χp
shows slower variation with Wi for large Pe ≥ 1. This is
also reflected in the scaling exponent as δ ∼ 1/5 for all
Pe ≥ 1. Interestingly, the angular alignment also shows
a power law with Pe near the wall. A universal curve for
all Pe ≥ 1 is obtained by scaling with Pe1/3 (see Fig5-a).
This suggests that the orientational moment decreases as
χp ∼ Pe−1/3 for allWi. In the large shear limit, it varies
as χp ∼Wi−1/5 for Pe ≥ 1.
Now we compute the angle between vector p (tail-to-
head) and flow direction as shown in Fig.1. In our con-
vention, if a filament’s orientation angle lies in the range
of −π/2 ≤ φ ≤ π/2 then it is said to be a downstream
swimmer, similarly, if this is between π/2 ≤ φ ≤ 3π/2
then it is referred to an upstream swimmer. The pro-
file for various Wi ( see Fig.5-b) is shown across the
channel for Pe = 0.5. In absence of flow (Wi = 0),
a filament does not have any preferred direction, thus
< cos(φ(y′)) >≈ 0 throughout the channel. This sug-
gests that the swimmers move symmetrically in all direc-
tions for Wi = 0.
For a non-zero Wi, symmetry is broken therefore
< cos(φ(y′)) > displays a non-zero value. A positive
value corresponds to downstream swimming in the up-
per halves (y′ ≥ 0.5) and a negative value for upstream
in the lower halves (y′ ≤ 0.5). The average alignment
of the system grows with the flow, as Fig. 5-b exhibits
a peak near the top wall and a depth near the bottom
wall. The height of peak grows with Wi, after reaching
to a maximum value it start to decline (see Fig. 5-b for
Wi > 30 at Pe = 0.5). In addition to decrease in the
height of peak, the width of the distribution also gets nar-
rower. This illustrates localisation of the upstream and
downstream swimming in the vicinity of the surfaces. On
the bottom surface filaments move against the flow, thus
the average net flow is upstream in the intermediate shear
range. However in the range of Wi >> 1, average net
flow becomes downstream. Similarly on the top wall, net
flow is always downstream.
The average preference of swimmers diminishes as we
go far from the surfaces. This can be visualised in terms
of distribution of angle φ in the shear-gradient plane.
Figure 6 displays a colormap of angle distribution P (φ)
along the channel y′ = y/Ly for various values of Wi at
Pe = 3. It exhibits two symmetric peaks at φ = 0 and π,
which correspond toWi = 0. With flow, one of the peaks
diminishes on both walls leaving only single dominant
phase as displayed in Fig.6-c and d. In the limit of large
Wi, both halves exhibit symmetric distribution around 0
and π, thus nearly equal concentration of upstream and
downstream swimmers are present.
Now, we turn our attention to the flow driven angular
distribution of the filament in close vicinity of the walls
(∆y = l/2). As expected, the angle distribution P (φ)
near the top wall is symmetric about π/2, which consists
two identical peaks centred at φ = 0, and φ = π at
Wi = 0 (see Fig.7-a). Figure displays the distribution of
φ at a fixed Pe = 0.5 for several values of Wi. The peak
height at φ = 0 (major) increases and φ = π (minor)
decreases with Wi. The height of peak shows a non-
monotonic behavior, which exhibits a decrease followed
by an increase in the limit of large Wi at π.
Summarising above results here, the active filaments
align themselves along (against) the flow direction at the
top (bottom) wall assisted by the torque due to shear-
force in the Pe´clet number dominant regime as shown in
Fig. 7-b. However, in the shear-dominant regime, i.e.,
Wi >> 1, filament also aligns against (along) the flow at
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FIG. 7. a) The variation of φ near the top wall y′ = 1 for
Pe = 0.5 for various Wi = 0, 0.75, 1.5, 7.5, 30, 75 and 150. b)
Schematics of flow induced alignment of filaments on the top
and bottom half of the channel.
the top (bottom) surface.
D. Population of filaments at surface
We address here population of upstream and down-
stream swimmers, especially near the surfaces. The cou-
pling between torque (due to flow) and propulsive force
leads downstream to be the majority population and up-
stream to be the minority population near the top wall
(see for Fig.7-b). Figure8-a displays the fraction of ma-
jority population (ρmj = Nmj/N
w
p ) with respect to the
total population Nwp at y = Ly, here Nmj is number of
filaments aligned along flow. The fraction ρmj grows in
small shear limit (all Pe) followed by a reduction in the
limit of Wi/Pe > 6, which continues to decrease with
Wi/Pe >> 6. The flow assists alignment, therefore the
majority population increases in the limit ofWi/Pe < 6.
Further in the limit of large shear, tumbling motion leads
to an increase in the effective rotational diffusion, as a
result, the alignment against the flow increases. This re-
sults a decline in the majority population and increase in
the minority population.
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FIG. 8. a) Number density of majority population parallel
to the flow at top wall. Inset shows the fraction of minority
population of downstream to the total population rods at the
top wall. A solid line shows the onset of the decrease in
the majority population. b) The figure shows unimodal and
bimodal phases in parameter space of Pe and Wi. The green
shaded area shows the unimodal phase in the Wi and Pe,
similarly white area shows the bimodal phase.
The magnitude of shear force required to decrease the
majority population for higher activity strength is sub-
stantially large, as we can see that the location of peak
shifts towards higher Wi with Pe (see Fig. 8-a). The
minority fraction, ρmn = Nmn/N
w
p , at the top wall dis-
plays the same trend as shown in inset of Fig.8-a. Here
the decrease in population is succeeded by an increase
for all Pe. The behavior is identical on both surfaces.
The difference in the preference of orientation at the top
and bottom surfaces is due to clockwise torque on the fil-
ament, as Fig.7-b illustrates, which favours downstream
on the top wall and upstream on the bottom wall. The
critical value of shear-rate, where the onset of increase
in minority population at the wall occurs, is displayed
from a solid line in Fig. 8. This is known as onset of
population splitting in the literature.
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FIG. 9. Comparison of surface excess of the filament with
(squares) and without (bullets) HI at Pe = 1. Inset shows
the distribution of rods as a function of distance from the
wall at Wi = 0 for Pe = 1.
Based on the above summary, we have identified a
phase-diagram in Pe and Wi parameter space. This can
be categorized in the three regimes. i) Active force domi-
nant regime,i.e., at small Wi, where swimming speed Pe
plays the sole role. Here the population of upstream and
downstream are nearly same at the surfaces, thus we call
it the biomodal phase. It is displayed below the green
shaded area in Fig. 8-b. ii) Intermediate regime, where
shear and active forces compete with each other, leading
to dominance of the majority population over the minor-
ity ( Pe > 0.5 and Wi/Pe ≥ 6). We define a unimodal
phase, if majority population exceeds more than 80% out
of all population on the wall. The unimodal phase is dis-
played in green shaded region in Fig. 8-b. Note that there
are still some minority population on the wall but they
are negligible as Fig. 6-c and d illustrates. iii) At suf-
ficiently high Weissenberg number, the flow dominates
over the activity and the effect of self-propulsion is negli-
gible. Hence, filaments behave like a passive one, and it
leads to equal population of upstream and downstream
filaments on the walls for Wi/Pe >> 6. The transition
from a unimodal to bimodal appears again as shown in
Fig. 8-b above the green shaded region. If the minority
population exceeds 20%, we call it bimodal phase. The
color bar in Fig. 8 shows the ratio of the minority to
majority population. In the diffusive regime Pe << 1,
system is always in the bimodal phase.
E. Effect of hydrodynamics
In this section, we compare the role of hydrodynamic
correlations on the accumulation of confined active fil-
aments. We have performed simulations with the ran-
dom MPC, which has similar background solvent. In this
method, the long-range correlations among solvents are
absent, however it exhibits same transport properties as
MPC fluids[89–91]. The comparison of surface adsorp-
tion with and without HI is demonstrated in Fig. 9 for
the same Pe, which suggests that the adsorption is en-
hanced with hydrodynamics in weak shear limit. The
inset illustrates the distribution of swimmers as a func-
tion of distance from the wall, which clearly shows a
substantial difference in accumulation with and without
HI. The role of flow on surface excess is also shown in
Fig.9, which is higher with hydrodynamics for small Wi.
The enhancement in the adsorption with HI occurs due
to increase in inhomogeneous drag force and interaction
of solvents with wall[49, 92]. Another important aspect
needs to be mentioned here that the difference in sur-
face excess diminishes in the intermediate shear-rate. In
this limit, transport due to transverse diffusive motion is
dominant thus a swimmer moves across the channel rel-
atively slower due to small transverse diffusivity with HI
for smaller filaments, which gives smaller surface excess.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In summary, we have presented dynamics of a dilute
concentration of active filaments confined between paral-
lel walls under linear shear flow using hybrid MD-MPC
simulations. Active filaments display a strong tendency
to accumulate on the wall and shear weakens this accu-
mulation. The adsorption and desorption are analysed
in terms of alignment across the channel, anisotropic
friction of the filament, diffusion across the channel,
collision with wall, and residence time. The filaments
are aligned near the surfaces, and anisotropic nature of
friction[17, 93] causes slow short time translational and
rotational diffusion across the channel. These mecha-
nisms result relatively larger residence time near the wall,
hence higher adsorption without flow. Similarly, shear in-
duced angular alignment [71, 83, 94] suppresses the bal-
listic motion across the channel leading to small concen-
tration.
The surface excess ”s” follows a power-law behavior as
s ∼ Wi−β, with β ≈ .8, in the intermediate regime of
flow. The simulation results are also validated with the
help of scaling arguments, which predicts nearly same
exponent β = 7/9. The adsorption is sufficiently sup-
pressed by flow in the limit of Wi >> 1, and density
profile of active filament is similar to passive system with
weak adsorption on the surfaces. The adsorption and
desorption is also quantified with the help of residence
time near the wall and bulk τw/τb, which exhibits simi-
lar dependence. The suppression of angular fluctuations
causes slow decrease in the bulk residence time, thus the
adsorption decreases with shear.
The angular alignment of active filaments along the
flow shows a non-monotonic distribution profile at the
walls with Wi. The increase in angular alignment of up-
stream (downstream) swimmers at bottom (top) wall is
followed by the onset of its decrease after a critical shear-
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rate at φ = 0 (φ = π). In addition to that, the fraction
of majority (upstream) population at the top wall also
shows a non-monotonic behavior with Wi. The local an-
gular distributions near the surfaces lead to a power law
variation as χp ∼Wi−δ, with an exponent δ ∼ 1/5. The
smaller exponent than the bulk suggests weaker relative
variation on the surfaces. More importantly, the orienta-
tional moment decreases with propulsive force near the
wall unlike the bulk where it is independent of Pe´clet
number. The dependence of χp is associated with the
steep steric interactions with walls. The onset of de-
crease in the majority population illustrates the weak-
ening of effect of self-propulsion over high shear forces,
which eventually leads to equal population at angular
separation π[35].
The dynamics of modelled microswimmers in complex
active environments would be interesting to consider in
the future studies, this may bring close to more realis-
tic systems. More-specifically, curved and soft surfaces,
shear-gradients, chiral-shaped swimmers, and viscoelas-
tic media may lead to several distinguishable motional
phases. It would be further interesting to consider conser-
vation of angular momentum in such simulations, espe-
cially for a chiral-shaped or spherically symmetric swim-
mers. It may influence the stream lines near the swim-
mers, motility and density-profile of swimmers[95].
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